
Markvale Windbrook Rocket EX-91 in front of the Markvale 
farmstead. Rocket made 14.793kg (32,545lb) 4.3% 3.3% 
in 365 days on her third lactation commencing at 4.01. 

storage. All land work and forage growing here 
is done by custom work.’ The 4-row barn features 
sand bedding with a double-10 milking parlor. 
There is an elevated “vet room” with windows 
along the side from where you can oversee all 
that is happening in every corner of the barn. 
And there is a “special cow” pen that houses 
14 of the top cows of the herd for display pur-

and Sarah started their 60-cow Markridge herd 
near Belleville in eastern Ontario. ‘I had never 
even given thought to milking in anything other 
than our 110-cow tie-stall barn, so the credit 
for the design of our new 300-cow free-stall 
barn is all due to our family,’ comments Clar-
ence. ‘Because we had to build everything from 
scratch we went from silos to bunkers for feed 

It was a warm summers night; 2 AM. Clarence 
and Wendy were awakened by a loud banging 
on the front door. A truck driver passing on the 

highway had seen the flames and had come to 
warn them. The westerly breeze had been blow-
ing the smoke and noise away from the house. 
As they raced outside they came to a shocking 
realization... there was nothing that could be 
done! Gone was their neatly kept barn, gone was 
the 2-time Master-Breeder herd they had spent a 
lifetime building, gone was their livelihood! ‘All 
we could do was thank God that we were all safe,’ 
comments Clarence. ‘As devastating as it was, 
what we lost was all just stuff and is replaceable; 
human life is not. Had it been during the day, or 
had we noticed the fire earlier, we would most 
certainly have raced into the barn to try and save 
animals, and who knows what would have hap-
pened then.’ This was July 22nd 2013, a date that 
will forever remain engraved in their minds.

COMMUNITY
‘By morning we were already thinking about 
what it would take to re-build. And at times like 
this you get to fully appreciate the true value 
of community. Neighbors were there to do 
whatever they could, prepared meals started 
arriving, and as the weeks went by breeders 
from across Canada started sending us embryos 
to restart the herd. The good will and kindness 
of people was truly amazing. It made us feel so 
humbled,’ continues Clarence emotionally. ‘We 
were truly blessed.’ And as the months went 
by another breeder Harold Patterson came to 
offer them his 2-time Master Breeder herd as he 
was going to retire.

NEW BARN
Wendy and Clarence purchased the farm in 1985 
from Clarence’s father who had emigrated from 
Holland in 1951. ‘Our goal has always been to 
have sustainable growth in the farm operation. 
If the children wanted to join or to be involved in 
agriculture then we wanted to create the oppor-
tunity to make that possible for them,’ explains 
Clarence. Sons Gary and Darryl started milking 
cows on a rented farm in 2007, and in 2014 Gary 
and wife Hilary established their 70-cow Markhill 
herd on a property near Woodstock while Darryl 

Leading Canadian herds host many visitors, especially international tour groups 

attending the Royal each fall. One stop that creates a sparkling impression is the 

brand new facilities at Markvale Holsteins, close to the main highway just west of 

Woodstock in western Ontario and owned by Clarence and Wendy Markus. 

Markvale: The Silver Lining 
to a Disastrous Fire
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Markvale
in Canada

• Located just west of Woodstock in western Ontario
• Owned by Clarence and Wendy Markus
• 300 acres (120 ha): 140 acres corn, 120 hay, 40 wheat.
• 180 Cows, 180 heifers.
• Average: 11.000kg (24,200lb) 4.1% 3.4%
• 22 EX, 85 VG, 60 GP.
• Ration: ⅔ corn silage, ⅓ haylage plus ½ kg straw with purchased protein
• Current sires: 60% genomic bulls. Unix, AltaCEO, Cinderdoor, Take Off.

Wendy and Clarence Markus with son Mark.

poses for the many visitors who visit the farm. 
An automatic sort gate is used so that after milk-
ing, these cows automatically get drafted back 
into their pen without involving extra labour. 
Name-plates with all the details of these cows 
are also on display.

BEDDING PACK    
Plans are already in place for the third son Mark 
and wife Willeke to take over the management 
of Markvale in 2020. ‘Our daughter Michelle 
and her husband Mike Raepple have an agricul-
tural excavation business along with their cash 
cropping,’ continues Clarence. ‘All the excava-
tion work here for this barn was the first job for 
their new business. Who would have thought 
that the fire would even lead to a new business 

for them!’ Currently the Markvale herd is at 160 
milking cows and continues to expand. There 
are two separate bedding-packs for dry cows, 
and the cows calve in those bedded pens too. 
‘One of our management goals here is to ensure 
that the 2-year-olds never encounter older cows 
till they calve for the 2nd time. The one bed-
ding pack is reserved for young animals only,’ 
explains Clarence.

TRIPLE
In 2016 a new calf barn was built. ‘Our only regret 
is that we should have done it right after the fire. 
Wendy manages the calf side of the operation, 
and now she really looks forward to going to the 
calf barn. The first thing she does when she gets 
there is to check the computer screen to see what 

has been happening,’ explains Clarence. The barn 
has 32 individual pens, and uses a Forster Tech-
nik feeding robot that runs on a rail to feed milk 
to the calves 6 times per day. The calves receive 
up to 15 litres (13 quarts) per day and they triple 
their weight by the time they are weaned at 80 
days. At weaning, pen partitions are removed 
so that calves are in groups of 2 or 3, and then 
after a few days they move to the heifer barn in 
larger groups. ‘A feature of the system is all the 
data that is collected, showing how much each 
calf drinks, the weight of the calf, and even how 
quickly it drinks. We already see up to 20kg dif-
ference in weight between calves even though 
consumption has been the same, so it’s going to 
be very interesting to follow these heifers and 
see the age at breeding and then production 
once they are in milk. We should be able to have 
them calve a little younger too.’ 

ROCKET
And now to the residents of that “special cow” 
pen....’We call it our egotistical pen,’ exclaims 
Clarence. There were a few heifers and dry cows 
that survived the fire, and among them are some 
descendants of the cow Til-El Leader El, a VG-87 
Comestar Leader. El produced two Outside 
daughters, Markvale Elise Outside EX-92 and Erin 
Outside VG-87. Elise had a VG Goldwyn that is 
the mother of Markvale Windbrook Rocket EX-91 
(the picture cow) who is currently queen of the 
herd. ‘They are our best transmitting family 
with good solid type and top level production. 
This family has produced our first EX Windbrook 
and our first EX Fever. They are consistently our 
best cows.’ Rocket made over 14.500kg on both 
her 2nd and 3rd lactations commencing at 3.01 
and 4.01, and she has already made her mark as 
a brood cow too. Her first 2 milking daughters 
are a VG-86 Aftershock and a VG-85 Doorman. 
Markvale Doorman Blast is in fact just complet-
ing her record of 1.11 305 12.461kg 4.4% 3.1%. 
Visitors to Markvale all get to see the residents 
of the “egotistical pen”. ‘It’s always a privilege 
to have visitors from all corners of the world,’ 
remarks Clarence. ‘We probably learn more from 
them than they do from us.’ What visitors do see 
is a farm with a bright future, and ultra modern 
facilities...the silver lining to a disastrous fire. l

‘Two-year-olds never 
encounter older cows’
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